Copier Services Pre-Bid Meeting 10/21/20 - Questions Received
Bid Specifications

Additional questions must be received by 10/29/20 1:00PM.
CLARIFICATION FROM MEETING
1) Does NPSD OWN the currently used Equitrac, PrismaPREPARE, and PrismaDIRECT
software? Or, is this leased with your current MFP provider?
Bidders should be prepared to provide license and support.
The software component is rented and not owned by North Penn School District.
Prisma and Equitrac would be de-installed from our district owned servers at the
termination of our current agreement, 12/31/20.
General Questions
2) Do you have an IT staff that would connect your computers to the copiers?
Yes
3) Can you provide me an average monthly usage per school b/w and colored?
Usage detail attached below.
4) Is there any immediate need or opportunity that we could quote on for a small purchase
below $10,000? Like printing supplies, toners or cartridges.
No
5) Is the current contract a no lease option?
Current agreement is not a lease agreement.
6) Can you please provide the equipment cost?
No equipment lease payment.
7) Does current cost of .74 include equipment, service and supplies, and staples, please
confirm.
Yes
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8) Is the .74 per page for black prints only or for both color and black prints? If only black
prints, what is the cost per page for color prints. Is .74 the start cost if costs have
escalated over time what is the cost now ? If locked for how long. Please also provide
current color cost.
Current cost B/W .0081 Color .041 - term of contract through December 31, 2020.
9) Does the current contract include a monthly minimum volume for color and black prints?
No
10) On page 11 under Option A, how is the cost of the hardware factored into this option?
Also, with Option A, is the School District willing to commit to a minimum monthly
volume?
Cost Per Click/Impression should be inclusive of all hardware costs.
Prefer no minimum monthly volumes.
11) Looking at page 3, section 20 (Non-Exclusive Agreement) and page 11 with Option A –
If the hardware cost is included in the cost per click (click rate), how is it possible for
North Penn School District to switch service providers?
For the number of units included in this bid, an agreement cannot be made with another
provider. If the district requires additional units, the district may consider alternative
vendors for the need.
12) On page 13, “The measurement of 95% uptime will be based upon any consecutive
three-month period over the duration of the agreement.” – Is the three-month period for
95% uptime concurrent or is it allowed to be fixed by quarter?
The prior three completed months to the date of evaluation will be used. For example, if
the evaluation date is December 15th, the period under consideration would be
September through November.
13) Since you currently have retractable/pull out keyboards on your copiers, are they
required for this RFP?
No - As long as the keyboard is available on screen to login without a swipe card and
register swipe cards.
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14) Does the end of lease option need to be FMV or $1 buyout?
FMV preferred. If the financing option provides lower lease payment the district will
consider $1 buyout and should be noted on the bid response.
15) Page 15 – “Requested Service” notes the definition of the all inclusive Cost Per
Impression……Software & Software Support/Maintenance are not included in the Cost
Per Impression definition. How and where within the vendors’ responses to the bid would
you like this pricing noted?
a) Print Management Software (Equitrac or comparable print management
software) & Support
Bid Response Form updated to include separate charges for Print Management
Software, attached below.
b) PrismaPREPARE Software & PrimsaDIRECT Document Submission Software &
support for the Production Units (Hardware Item “K”)
Bid Response Form updated to include separate charges for Production
Software, attached below.
16) Due to the public health crisis in America, we are unable to obtain wet “original”
signatures for this RFP at this time. All of our staff are working remotely in which
electronic signatures can only be provided at this time. Please advise if you will take this
revision into consideration. We can provide Original “wet” signatures at a later time.
Electronic signatures will be accepted
17) Due to the public health crisis in America, we are unable to obtain a notary required for
the signature page within your RFP at this time. All of our staff are working remotely.
Please advise if you will take this revision into consideration. We can provide a Notarized
version of the signature pages at a later time.
Notarized documents are required at time of submission.
18) Does the bidder need to be able to provide devices in all areas in order to be
considered?
Yes
19) Can you provide a breakdown within the segments of which devices need stapling
finishing, hole punch, or fax capability?
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Specifications show units features needed
20) Does every area that has 11x17 right now need 11x17 capability going forward?
Because there would be a drastic cost difference if there are areas that have it currently
and do not necessarily need it going forward.
Specifications show units features needed
21) What are the criteria being used to evaluate this bid, and in what order of priority?
Lowest responsible bidder will be awarded a contract.
22) Does the school district have any environmental or sustainability initiatives in place or on
the immediate horizon?
No
PRISMA/Equitrac Questions
23) In our experience when one of our clients has the Prisma Prepare and Prisma Direct
software workflow implemented into their work environment, the software licensing is
already loaded onto the network and would remain in place if that was the required
workflow moving forward. There is really not a way to return the licenses to the finance
company at term as they are on the customers network. Will that be the intention of the
district moving forward?
No
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25) What versions of Equitrac, PrismaPREPARE and PrismaDIRECT do you currently have
for the 3 Production Units (Hardware Item “K”)?
PRISMADirect
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PRISMAPrepare
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Equitrac
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26) Are you able to provide the Serial Numbers of your PrismaPREPARE and
PrimsaDIRECT Software? The purpose of this would be so that we can look up the
configurations of those two softwares that are specific to NPSD and use that information
in order to make sure our proposed configurations of the software align with your current
configuration of the software.
See images above.
27) Is the Print Management Software (you are currently using Equitrac) licensing & support
required for the 3 Production units (Hardware Item “K)?
No
28) What is the version of the Equitrac Software currently in place?
5.6
29) Is the Equitrac Software solution part of your lease with your current MFP provider and
will go away at the end of the current lease? Or, do you plan to keep Equitrac and re-up
on the Maintenance & Support to keep it current?
A separate contract for Equitrac was executed in conjunction with the print services
contract.
30) Is NPSD satisfied with Equitrac & it’s capabilities?
Yes
31) Is NPSD open to Proposals that would include a Print Management Software that is
comparable to Equitrac, but is not Equitrac?
Yes
32) How many jobs are submitted through the Web Print Submission Portal
(PRISMAprepare) each month?
System was pushed out to all buildings during 2019-2020. Due to recent implementation
and closure due to COVID-19 a reliable number can not be provided.
Card Readers
33) Does North Penn School District OWN all of the CARD READERS currently on the
existing fleet of copiers? If so, what is the make/model of those card readers?
No
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34) The bid notes that Card Readers are required for all units. Can you please confirm
whether or not card readers are required for the 3 Production Units (Hardware Item “K”)
Production units will not require card readers.

Contract Questions
35) Have you had the equipment for 10 years? Normally agreements are for 5 year terms or
less.
Last bid was 2010. Renewed for five year contract.

Other Question from Meeting 10/21/2020
36) What is the breakdown of volume between the print center and the buildings?
Usage detail attached below.
37) XMedius fax - How do you currently integrate?
SMTP
38) XMedius contract
The district will maintain an independent contract with XMedius.
39) Google scanning requirements
Users should be able to scan to the root of the individual's google drive.
40) Will the district accept bids for only production/building equipment
Provide bid for all units
41) Does the district want toner versus inkjet machines?
Will accept either, if functionality of the machine is equal to current.
42) Maintenance of files on copier harddrive greater than 15,000?
No
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43) Cloud based solution for the Equitrac be considered?
Yes - As long as functionality remains the same as current setup.
44) Equitrac data retention?
Card data should be migrated.
45) Alternative pandemic solutions for payment?
Yes - footnote in response
46) Happy with Equitrac?
Yes
47) Breakdown Mac versus PC
Primarily Windows 10 Machines and Apple Computers
48) Maximum term limit for - extension of contract due to pause from pandemic/shutdown?
Contract will not be extended beyond an additional 12 months, total contract agreement
of 6 years.
49) Do the production units need to have scan to google functionality?
No
50) Who is the current service provider?
Fraser AIS
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